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Communication

breaks down:

STUDENTS STORM LUBBERS' OFFICE

BY BILL PITSCH
Tfei SNS itf iR iiis tr a tiB R l a s l a t
f la t ra s a a n tiv t
.
Feeling that the communication
between their school and the ad **■ I H a t f t t l i t is n r r s s p m i b i i i t y U c a ll t l a khooi, - ^ B arker.
ministration had broken down, tta p a rtlB M t a a i f i l l a i t W la t is c a i a c l l
“The students and faculty are
aboii! 60 SHS students inarched en
- * * *
.
" ° w concenwd with pulling back
—
- r f S i M l t L a l l i f t together,” he continued.
masse before President Lubbers*
office last Wednesday to discuss the
It was later learned that Marlin
Barker asked President Lubbers communication has not been that
problem.
Dearden
had resigned his appoint
to attend a faculty meeting and
Dan Barker and Michael Voilmer. find out what the School of Health good in the past,” he said.
ment as Director of the School of
I believe professional education Health Sciences last Wednesday.
two student representatives on the Sciences is planning.
is necessary. I have pushed the
SHS faculty voiced the students’
Barker said that the students
Lubbers replied that he will be business, nursing and public service
displeasure at the lack of concern out-of-town most o f the next
wanted to “show our support to
being given to the School of Health month or so and will be hard programs,” he told the group.
Dearden for the great job we felt he
Lubbers said that he would have
Sciences.
pressed to have a meeting in the one of his Vice-Presidents “start a was doing.”
Lubbers said that he was under near future.
Barker said that Dearden’s big
preliminary ice-breaking study
impression things were going
gest accomplishment was to start
“Also, I did not want to go into
smoothly. “The records of our a faculty meeting and discuss the while I’m gone.”
one of only two biomedical com
Barker and Voilmer were hopeful munication schools in the nation.
nursing students made our program issues because I felt it would not be
look good and in conversations fruitful,” he said.
with the results. “However, it seems
Dearden did not wish to make
with my contacts over at SHS I had
that
Lubbers
is
concerned
with
our
any comments concerning his
“What I hope to do,” said. Lub
not heard of any displeasure,” he bers, is meet with one or two nursing program but isn’t really resignation.
said.
faculty members at a time. People
“The SHS administration has not are more at ease and can be more
been that responsive and I don’t honest.”
feel it is my responsibility to call
Lubbers said that his displeasure
the department to find out what is has been with the administration.
going on,” said Lubbers to the “ If things are going well then the
group.
administration is good, but the

Thame is "CBallenaas qf Business Today"

Beta Mu in itia te s 22 at a n n u a l b a n q u e t
Grand Valley’s Beta Mu chapter
“The young must give new direc roles in the rebuilding of the econ Thomas Werkema, Jr.
of the national Delta Mu Delta tion to government and business omyThey must work together to
Tfc© u n d e rg ra d u a te m tm fi—u in
honor society initiated six honor
find the light at the end of the clude Charles Blair, Bruce Booker,
ary members and sixteen graduate
tunnel,” he cundudid.
Jeffery EngEesman, Michael Graves,
and undergraduate members at its
The honorary members initiated Janice Graham, Gerald Heimker,
annual induction banquet last
into the society last week were: John Hogan, Mark Olesnavage,
Thursday night.
Robert Vanderlaan, state senator in Michael Sullivan and Nelson Van
Richard K. Helmbrecht, Director
Michigan; Fred Meijer, President of Elderen.
of Michigan’s Department of Com
Meijer Thrifty Acres; Stan Lind
merce served as guest speaker and
“Delta Mu Delta is a businessquist, director of the CAS School
discussed the “Challenges of Busi
oriented
honor society that requires
of Business; Gordon Reynolds,
ness Today”.
chairman of Sealed power in Musk a 3.2 cumulative GPA and a willing
“The economic challenge requires
egon; Robert Sadler, VP of Old ness to get involved in business and
a concerted effort by business and
Kent Bank; and Robert Sneden, community affairs,” said Robert
Sciamanna, president of the Beta
government,” he said.
President of the Davenport College Mu
chapter.
The Vietnamese cliches like
of Business.
domino theory and the light at the
The graduate students initiated
Any interested students can con
end of the tunnel can apply to our
were: Stephan Finch; Raymond tact Jim Sharma of the School of
present economic situation. The
Jagiowski; Wayne Kramer; Ronald Business to have questions an
energy crisis solution requires im
LaMange; Henry Veenstra; and swered about the society.
R ic h a r d H e lm b r e c h t
proved management techniques in
both the business and governmental
spheres, said Helmbrecht.
“Business must inject new
ideas,” he said, “because govern
ment can’t interpret long-term
economic trends as it is business
BY PAIGE CHAMBERS
cient literary and artistic forms and raised in Greece, Patrides has spent
which should have the best longgrowth
in the belief that man’s most of the last few years living in
An international distinguished
range
perception
concerning scholar, author, and professor will affairs were directed by God.
England.
planned investment and the job
present a lecture entitled, “The
market.”
Patrides has written several
Providential Vision of History,”
In his book “The Phoenix and
It is the function of business to tomorrow at 2:00 p.m. in 154 Lake books; the most popular among
the Ladder", Patrides contends that
stop government errors, not govern Superior Half.
them being “The Grand Design of the end of the Renaissance period
ment to correct business’ errors, he
History: The Literary Form of the and the Providential view of history
continued.
C. A. Patrides, an expert in the Christian View of History”, as well was signaled by Milton's epic poem,
The government has become in 17th century English Renaissance as a number of articles for British
“Paradise Lost”.
volved in the business cycle and •oeriod will ----hhlri
a
n
in
f
o
r
m
a
l
Aim.
— —
—- •>••*•••■«« %ssa»
“Paradise Lost”, he writes,
now can't untangle itself, Helm cusrion session immediately follow and American literary journals. He
has also edited a number of an “marks the termination of an era in
brecht believes. Government must ing his lecture.
thologies of the works of Milton, the history of thought. By and
develop new policy ideas, which the
youth in general seem most capable
Sponsored by the CAS English Herbert, and Browne, literary mas large, no poet, either in England or
of instigating.
the Continent, was thereafter con
Department, the lecture will deal ters of the Renaissance.
cerned with the Christian view of
The revolving door theory of the with what Patrides terms the belief
Presently
a
Reader
in
English
history,
though some prose writers
old days meant that the staff would that there is “divine interference in
and
Related
Literature
at
the
Uni
persisted in elaborating the tradi
go along with the director, whether the affairs of men.” This, view
versity
of
York,
Patrides
held
the
tional
theory.”
they agreed with his policy or persisted throughout the Ren
differed (until he was gone), but aissance period in the 15th and Berg Professorship at New York
Tomorrow's lecture is open to
youth now realizes that there Isn't 16th centuries when there was a University last fan.
the
public free-o£chaige.
general
upsurge
in
interest
in
antime to wait around.
B on hi New York City and

Distinguished scholar, CA.Patrides speaks fommorrow
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Fd i to r i als

Warm Weather Radio; WSRX-FM Offers A Bargain
r

Since WSRX-FM went over-the-air the student-run
campus radio station has served the uvSC community
in three important ways.
Initially, station members have provided listeners
with progressive sounds not offered by Grand Rapids
stations.
Secondarily, the station has assumed a valuable role
in the dissemination of information to community
members.
Finally. WSRX has proven to be a valuable tool lor
Grand Valley students desiring experience in the many
phases of radio broadcasting.
Members of the WSRX staff have requested an
additional $1400 grant from the summer student
activities budget. With the money, they guarantee 6

To the Editor:
I’m writing in regards to an issue
in the Clear Hooter on February
24, 1975. It concerns a supposedly
organizational meeting of Ku Klux
Klan. The issue goes as follows:
“There will be an organizational
meeting of the Ku Klux Klan,
February 27 in the CC MultiPurpose Room at 8:30 p.m. Wear
clean white sheets. His wizardy, the
Grand Dragon, will preside over the
cross burning ceremony. Cal!
KKK-1207 for more info.”
Being completely amazed, dis
gusted and angry I decided to get to
the bottom of this. ! called the
author of the Clear Hooter to find
out who was responsible for such
m issue. 1 was told that nobody
knew. I asked if it was some kind of
a joke. The answer was, "probabiy.” i happen to think the joke
was in extremely poor taste. I was
also told that it was as legitimate to
put in as any other organizational
meeting. This may be true, but, if
in fact it is a real organizational
meeting, all that would be needed is
to state a time and place. The other
remarks such as “wear clean white
sheets,” and will “preside over the
cross burning ceremony,” is ab
solutely uncalled for.
Now the biggest question in my
mind is, who is responsible? If the
author of the Clear Hooter isn’t,
then who is? Who ok’s these issues?
I understand that a form must be
filled out and signed. Who signed
the form on the KKK meeting?

.

..
u n e 70
p.m. to midnight
programming (uitu/M-n
between JJune
20 and
and
^*

Summer programming has never existed at Grand
Valley, but we of the Lanthom are eager to hear its
debut. Increasing summer enrollments and the fact that
summer activities have too often been paper-thin in
Allendale leave plenty of room for a positive warm
weather radio program at GVSC.
Bert nice, Dean for Student Services at Grand
Valley, has already recommehded (to college executive
officers) that the WSRX request be approved. With
executive approval, desired money will enter the WSRX
coffers.
. . , .
We agree with Price. The man obviously knows a
bargain when he hears one._________

Which brings me to my second They are medical problems unique
dissatisfaction. The nurses are is to women and should be treated as
suing medication (to students such.
I am not one to criticize unless I
And to the person that filled oi?t whom they have diagnosed) on
can be constructive about it. 1
the form - did he or she state if it their own authority. With all the
controversy over aspirin, do not all propose several reforms for Health
was a joke?
I feel that we the students of medications fall into the zone of Services at Grand Valley which
GVSC all deserve an explanation!! altering, (somewhat) body chem might help alleviate some of the
istry? A nurse in a hospital is not pressure which brings about these
Sincerely yours,
allowed the liberty of giving a situations.
Students of Grand Valley patient so much as an aspirin on her
A. A full-time doctor, or doctors
own accord. If a patient at a hos
B. A gynecologist added to the
To the Editor:
pital develops cold or flu, the
staff part-time
This is not an earthshaking prob
nurses are not then permitted,
lem, but seeing as it does concern
C. Nurses taking blood pressure,
solely on their own authorization,
many members of the student body
temperature, pulse, etc. but
to diagnose the patient’s ailment
I feel it should be brought up. The
not diagnosing or issuing
and administer medication. To do
problem to which 1 refer is the
medication
so would bring both the doctor and
Health Center and various aspects
A
Health
Service is a great thing
nurses under liability. Should a
of its operation, some of which in
health facility utilized by students to have on campus, but it is my
my eyes, go so far as to violate,
feeling that if you are going to do
be allowed those liberties?
certain medical ethics.
Thirdly, I feel the health center something, you should do it right.
First of all, I do not feel that
discriminates against women. I be Friends of mine have found that
students are given enough attention
lieve the center “passes the buck” their “colds” or “flu” have In ac
by the doctor. 1 feel that, especially
on many women’s gynecological tuality been bronchitis or walking
during the cold and fiu season,
problem; to Planned Parenthood. pneumonia and have missed up to
much of the diagnosis of students
Planned Parenthood charges a mem ana over a week of classes waiting
with symptoms similar to cold and
bership fee, and was set up here for the sudafeds and cough syrup to
fiu is left up to the nurses who
prove their worth. Misdiagnosed
then issue assembly line medication mostly for its family planning fa cases are a grave danger to health of
(the traditional sudafed, antihis cilities. Health problems common students - one that could be elim
tamine, APC combination is a famil to women, such as possible yeast or inated to a large extent if the nurses
iar example) to the student, reas trick infections, should not be re would quit playing doctor.
suring them that flu is going a- ferred to a birth control clinic.
—Name withheld by request
round. This is an unsatisfactory
medical approach in two aspects.
Number one - symptoms similar to
fiu and colds may not necessarily
be indicative o f those conditions. A
AND NOW...
constant cough may indicate bron
CONTINUED ON FRIDAY 18 THE
chitis; sinus congestion may not be
ORIGINAL.. .
a head cold, but an actual sinus
infection or abscess. Only a doctor,
in my eyes, is qualified to diagnose
illnesses and issue medication.

Every Wednesday...
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WGVC n eed s funds, sponsors TV auction
BY BILL PITSCH

tors take the caii. Runners take the
bids to the board and the high
bidder per item is announced over
the air, he said.
The buyer, donor and the station
benefit from the auction, said Lawfence, because donors get on-air
predit, the buyer may buy items at
less than retail prices, and the sta
tion gets funds to expand and
improve its programming.
The auctioneers will be celeb
rities and area personalities who
will describe the items and credit
eac^ item to its donor, according to
Lawrence.
t e buyer comes down to the
station to pick up his purchase, he
said.
The importance of the auction
for raising funds will guarantee the
station federal funds on a matching
basis under a recent bill sent by

Did you ever think of doing your
shopping over the TV set9
WGVC-TV, Channel 35, is going to
give you the opportunity to make a
bid in its TV auction scheduled for
broadcast April 16-19.
The idea is a fund-raising technique that has been tried by 70
public broadcast stations through
out the U.S. and has met with
modest to huge success according
to Gordon Lawrence, Station Man
ager of Channel 35.
The articles to be auctioned off
range from antiques to the latest
electrical gimmicks, he said.
“Volunteers, or go-getters, call
on businesses, industries, profes
sional people and individuals asking
for tax deductible gifts of mer
chandise or services,” he said.
“In addition,” he said, ‘‘every
donor will receive on-the-air credit
for their contribution.”
The viewers may see something
they need, so what they do is call
BY MARY JO ROYS
their bids into the station where
Grand Valley State Colleges in
one of 30 volunteer phone opera conjunction with the Western Mich-

President Ford to Congress.
The bill will give SI.00 of federal
money for every $2.50 in private
contributions and funds that the

stations raise, said Lawrence.
Gordon Lawrence can be c
tacted a! ext. 386 or 387, or
contacting the station.

G. Lawrence (right) and Daddin Applegate
examine a stereo radio up for bid.

Curtain rises on"Three Penny Opera"

Energy conservation is

igan Opera Association will present
Bertholdt Brecht’s and Kurt Weill’s
“Three Penny Opera” in Louis

Armstrong Theatre, March 7. 8. 14.
?nd 15 at 8 15 P-m. and Sunday,
March 16 at 3:00 p.m.
The stage director for the opera
is Dr. William Iron of the CAS
Theatre Department and the
musical director is Professor
replace the current 40-watt bulbs.” Wayne Dunlap of the CAS Music
The same amount of exterior Department.
Iron described “Three Penny” as
lighting will be continued “for safe
being “a more popular type of
ty reasons,” Romkema said.
opera and yet getting into highopera
rorm.”
Romkema stated that planned

BY G A R Y HOFFMASTER
ing, used in the summer only, con
According to Robert Romkema, sumes greater amounts of fuel than
Administrator for Auxiliary Ser normally consumed at the other
vices, energy conservation at GVSC, times of year. He said fuel savings
which he labels “a success,” will would be “insignificant” if GVSC
converted to a year-round four-day
continue.
work
week.
paper conservation by faculty and
Rom kem a cited a recent report
According . to Romkema, “re staff will consist o f “producing
by President. Lubber’s Energy Task
Force, a campus group formed to moval of light bulbs has reduced'' •ftiWer dopier,- swing back aide* o f
propose ways of saving energy, as coat of interior, lighting in .build paper, and printing smaller, letter
ings.” He said “ 35-watt bulbs may heads to provide ‘more space ”
proof of the program’s success.
According to the report, campus
____ sta te s!* * a n s i a sf l e a n
s lS e e A ii n f t
B IJ
WIIU VB i a i » u i t y U I J V U U H I
conservation of natural gas (the fuelused to heat and cool campus build
In fact the bookstore is an Aux
BY D. GUTHRIE
ings) and electric power saved
iliary
Operation of the college.
$101,000 in 1974. The report ad
The All-College Student Congress
ded that “about one-half of these will propose abolishment of the Daye Lorenz is in charge of Aux
savings occurred during the summer staff and faculty bookstore dis iliary Operations. “The discount is
traditional, r< fringe benefit,” he
months because of the four-day count today.
said. “The total money lost is
work week” in effect then.
College employees receive a 15%
As a result, Rcmkerna said discount on books purchased at the minimal.”
According to the bookstore’s
"GVSC will have a four-day work college bookstore,
operating
expenses issued for this
week again this summer.” Romj^nd Gf bothers us,” said
kema explained that reduction of Congress Co-Chairperson Frank year, $1,315 was budgeted for cash
air conditioning, which requires Musto. “ $1,300 is a lot of money discounts. Money budgeted to cash
discounts comes out of the book
large amounts of fuel, is responsible so far as we are concerned. If the
for energy savings in the summer. money and bookkeeping spent on store’s operating budget.
The bookstore, which usually
Anthony Catanese, Energy Task this discriminatory privilege could
operates
in the red at year’s end,
Force member, said “there is no ^ eliminated, maybe the savings
basis” for a year-round four-day could be passed along to all the budgeted $134,500 for its total
operating expenses this year. 30%
school week except in the summer. bookstore’s customers.”
He said air conditioning of campus
Lois Gray of the bookstore says of the operating budget is for rent
buildings causes power consump it’s all just part of the bureaucracy. on the space used by the store. In
tion to soar during summer months, “Most students think we are a turn the bookstore’s rent goes into
from “late May to August.” Cata- private enterprise. We are just a fund for utilities and upkeep of
the entire Campus Center.
nese explained that air condition- another part^f^he^oUege^

Ccngres

W SRX • • • k * lu m m tr funding
BY JOHN KUBCZAK
WSRX-FM, Grand Valley’s first
and only public radio station, may
be able to extend its broadcasting
to include the summer term if
funding can be found.
$1,400 in staff emoluments and
$800 for operating expenses are the
amounts necessary to run the
station during the simmer. According to station manager Bany
Keefe, ‘T he idee of summer broadhm already bean approved
b r Hie Radio AdviMsy Boards and
we have a aood chance of obtaining

the $800 for operating expenses
from the Student Activities Budget
Fee Committee. 1 hope we will
receive the other grant, because
WSRX-could really add to the
activities available here during die
summer. I feel it would be quite a
phis for the college.’
Bert Price, Dean of Student Services,- must recommend the request
for funds in-order for the project to
become a reality. Price states that
“1 am in favor of the station operating during the summer and will
certainly forward my recommendaHon that the
*”

Because o f the support from the
CAS Music and Theatre Depart
m e n ts. Grated V a l l e y stu d e n ts w ill

get a break In 'the price o f the
tickets tdr'thfe production. Students
will be charged $2.56 rather than
the general admission cost of $3.5G
and $5.00, the regular price for the
Opera Association’s productions.
The Brecht-Weill collaboration,
first produced in 1928, was
Brecht’s first major success. A
“steal” from John Gay’s “ Beggar’s
Opera” of exactly 200 years be
fore, the opera updated the original
with Brecht’s own ideas of society.
The story carried over Gay’s orig
inal characters and plot: “Mackie”,
a highwayman of some notoriety,
marries Pblly Peachum, the daugh
ter of a thief and leader of a
‘beggars’ brigade.’ But Mackie is
betrayed to the police by a jealous
former lady friend and the play
ends with a queen’s pardon of
Mackie’s crimes as he nears the
gallows.
The opera is characteristic of
Brecht’s philosophy: the poor bas
ically are good in their earthy vul
garity and the lower class person
must “outcrook the rest to
survive.”
Which is worse, Brecht asks,
“robbing a bank or founding one?”
Some of the cast include Harlen
Jennings from Michigan State Uni
versity in the lead role as “Macheath”, Betsy King of Ann Arbor as
“Polly”, Norman Bradley and
mie Houseman, both from
Grand Rapids as “Mr. and Mrs.
Peachum”, and CAS Music Profes
sor, BiD Beidler as the “street
singer”.
Tickets for the show are available
at the Box Office in Louis Arm
strong Theatre between 10:00 a m.
and 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. and
4:00 p.m. Reservations can be
made by calling ext. 696.
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and very conscious. In 1958 the
workers held a strike protesting
Ethiopia’s increasing encroachment
on their autonomy. During a peace
ful demonstration the occupationist
army of Ethiopia summarily shot
80 of the unarmed workers and
several more were wounded. These
achievements, though modest for a
p o p u la tio n estim ated to be
2,5000,000 were a trend which led
to the dynamic development of the
Eritrean nation.
. But in 1952 the United Nations
declared Eritrea a sovereign nation
to be federated with Ethiopi* unaer
special provision for ten years. By
the end of 1962 Eritreans were to
choose whether to form an in
dependent state of join Ethiopia.
Ethiopia, however, illegally an
nexed and colonized Eritrea in
1962.

Viewpoint

Jordan Gebre-Medhin was asked
to comment on the turmoil in
Ethiopia.
It has been three weeks since
newspapers in America have begun
reporting the heavy destruction of
Eritrea by the Ethiopian armed
forces. In actuality it has been close
to fourteen years during which
Ethiopia has physically and men
tally terrorized the Eritrean people.
Ever since Ethiopia annexed Eritrea
in 1962 and the Eritrean liberation
struggle began in the same period,
Ethiopia has been bombing and
napalming Eritrea with the planes
and military equipment provided
by the USA. Today the government of Ethiopia has asked thfe
USA for an additional 30 million
dollars worth of military goods to
fight what the Ethiopian govern
ment call* the ‘bandit elements* in

Eritrea.

During the federal period Ethi
opia tried to remake Eritrea into a
feudal country. Political parties
were banned. The two national
languages were changed and Amhanc (Ethiopia’s national language)
estab lish ed . Newspapers were
closed. Factories were shut down.
Eritrea was to become econom
ically, politically, and socially de
pendent of feudalism. However this
did not materialize. The Eritrean
struggle has liberated more than
two-thirds of Eritrea and is in^ 'ct*n8 a Blow
*Be feudalist
government of Ethiopia.

Ethiopia
Ethiopia is the most backward
country in the world. It has the
highest infant mortality rate: 195
deaths per thousand as compared to
22 per thousand in the USA. In
general the mortality rate is among
the highest in the world. Life ex
pectancy is 37 years for males and
35 for females. One student writes,
‘‘Indeed the life expectancy is so
low to the extent that there aren’t
that many recent comparable fig
ures that can be found from other
countries.”
Despite the popular notion to
the contrary, famine has been a
way of life for many Ethiopians.
The
famine the
world now
now
,lu t present '**nmc
ine wor,a
j010^ a*)? ut has
.a
e.x_
.^ns:o n .° ' "*e rea-!*y jn ~t«iop*a.
UP !° date more people have died
°* iamine m Ethiopia than anywh.ere e,se ,n Afnc!- And * * il was
? year/ " d a fe* mo" ths a*0’

Eritrea
David Offaway of the Washing
ton Post recently wrote. “It is
impossible to find even a civil ser
vant who is not openly sympathetic
to the guerillas.” C. Mohr of the
New York Times wrote that in his
visit he “could not find one Eri
trean who favored anything short
of independence.” Martin Merideth
of the Sunday Times acknowledged
the Eritrean struggle will lead to
Ethiopia’s “humiliating defeat in
the next few months.” An Ethi
opian correspondent stationed in
France wrote that the independence of Eritrea is a necessary condition for the liberation of the
peoples of Ethiopia. It is no wonder
then that the isolated and frightened government of Ethiopia is
resorting to an outrageous level of
destruction and is asking the US
government to provide it with militafy aid tq crush Eritrea.
“
Eritrea was a colony of Italy
(1890-1941) and of England

of Et^,° pia
dgCd the e? stcn,cc ° f fam*
, 7
.ijf ,
*ncs<jents. In

s s r t ” £
. - * r • £
seaports, light industries, etc., were
f . t ,V
built. By 1950 there was an urban “ UopJamitcMirfet inciurtry would be
population estimated at half a mil- ^ , U,JUU
Bon. Agriculture was developed and
of Ethiopians
seasonal
la
b
o
r
A
I
™
th«
“
BlO
pun
seasonal labor introduced. A large T * ’
™ ? CT ,C
segment of the population was de- ^ * * ’.tnd U^ Et| ^ p,a" Orthodox
tribalized, peasants were trans- c*^l,c*l» m short -Be m ien o f Ethiformed to wage earners, and rural
are. amon*5t (Be richest and,
dwellers moved to the urban areas.
aiy, the most corrupt in
_
....
.... .
,
“ e world. The conservative estiFrom 1942 - *952 the student mate is that more than two-thirds
population grew. There were several of the country’s wealth is condaily newspapers and some weekly trolled by a handful of the m m journals. Several political parties « * elite The deposed o J E S r t
were in existence. The tabor union wealth in European banks taestimovemant was kighly organized mated to be mote than two hiiii™

The document signed by Ethi
opia and the USA on May 23, 1953
entitled Utilization of Defense In
stallation Within the Empire of
Ethiopia, reduces Ethiopia to a
semi-independent and client state
of the USA. Furthermore, ten years
prior to the end of the UN-based
/k TT C
ieaerai suuu» ui C
wniv«, tU
»».v
agreement reduced the sovereign
Eritrea to the colonial province of
Ethiopia. The Eritrean struggle is
therefore against a twin enemy:
The jubilant welcome of the fall Ethiopian feudalism and its ally,
of the Haiie-Seiassie government by American imperialism.
the Ethiopian people is a testimony
Let it be known that the Eritrean
to the corruption and irrespon people did not create nor are they
sibility of his government. Further in love with armed struggle. The
this feudal aristocratic and back fourteen years of Eritrean struggle
ward government would not have for national independence and
survived for so long if it was not for national self-determination has had
the handsome military backing of
its painful moments. Eritreans are
the USA.
conscious of these sacrifices. But
The Eritrean struggle is therefore
set against this cruel Ethiopian gov this was the last resort they could
ernment. The bombs that have been turn to after Ethiopia illegally an
destroying Eritrean villages since nexed and brutally colonized Eri
1962, the napalm that has been trea in 1962.
The Eritrean appeal to the
burning children in Eritrea, the
tanks that demolished Eritrean live United Nations to intervene and
stock, the planes that transport the find a political solution has gone
Ethiopian armed forces to Eritrea, unheard. Therefore the Eritrean
all the technology used to burn, armed struggle was born out of
loot, and terrorize Eritreans are the objective necessities to liberate the
sole gift of the USA. In addition to country from feudalism, colo
advising and equipping the Ethi nialism and imperialist exploitation.
opian forces, U.S. News and World The Eritrean armed struggle is a
Report reports, “ High ranking positive struggle against the under
American officers sit in Ethiopia's development of the many and the
Defense Ministry,” as one of them enrichment of the few. The soli
put it, “within 25 yards of the desk darity with the Eritrean struggle is
of the Chief of Staff.” Other U.S. therefore a solidarity against Ethi
officers are attached to each of opian feudalist rule and its back
Ethiopia’s four Army divisions and bone, U.S. imperialism.
When we appeal to the world and
arc helping to train seamen at
*Massawv (Eritrea) on the Red Sea especially tq the American people
and are working with Ethiopian to support this just struggle, it is
airmen flying American built F-5 because we have witnessed that a
and F-86 jets (February 23, 1970). united people is stronger than a
Further U.S. interest in Ethiopia multi-million dollars worth of de
is underscored by the visit of Army structive gadgets. When we appeal to
Chief of Staff William Westmore the American people to raise their
land and by Brigadier General voices against their government’s
Robert Meyer, Commander of the policy, we are certain that the
U.S. Strategic Communication American people are against in
Command in February find March justice, disease, hunger, illiteracy,
of 1971 respectively. In 1970 the exploitation, and support the Eri
U.S. Senate subcommittee in trean cause. It is with world sup
vestigating the U.S. military bases port that our struggle will be
overseas disclosed the secret USA/ strengthened. But we are not under
Ethiopia agreement concerning U.S. any illusions and recognize that in
military bases in Ethiopia. The Kag th«» f i n a l i n c t a n o a i f ,‘c > h a r u n n j a n f
new station located in Eritrea, and Eritrea who have to carry the bur
referred to as a “military base” or den of liberating the Eritrean
“communication installation” has nation.
an annual operating cost of S I2.7 Mr. Gebre-Medhin is a doctoral
million and employs more than candidate at Purdue and will teach
3,000 Americans.
here next term.
dollars according to the army now
ruling Ethiopia. Further, during the
worst period of famine within Ethi
opia, merchants were still exporting
record amounts of grain for profit.
Crudest of all. the Ethiopian gov
ernment is reported to have ex
ported some of the grain which
philanthropic organizations had
shipped to Ethiopia for the'sole
purpose of feeding the faminestricken people of Ethiopia.
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DOONES8URY

WASHINGTON - It’s very hard
at a party to get any attention.
Nothing shocks people any more
and you really have to be on your
toes to get somebody to listen to
you.
I realized this the other night
when I was at dinner and someone
turned to Don Cook and said,
“Where are you going after you
leave Washington?”
“Los Angeles,” he replied. This
landed like a dull thud until he
added, “by train.”
Everybody dropped their knives
and forks, and suddenly Cook was
the man of the hour.
It got me to thinking about party
stoppers; things you can say which
will make people sit up and take
notice. Here are a few for starters.
“I still think Nixon is innocent.”
“The electric company just noti
fied me that it was lowering my
rates.”

by Garry Trudeau

PARTY STOPPERS

parlor.”
‘The Shah of Iran owes me
$ 10.”

Art

B v c h w f lM
Nelson Rockefeller has asked me
to write a book.”
“ I sold Wilbur Mills my car.”
“If Henry Kissinger calls, tell him
Fm not here.”
“ I played softball with Robert
Vesco last week.”
“ Earl Butz told me a funny story
the other day.”
“I get 45 miles to the gallon.”
“Arnold Palmer borrowed my
putter.

“ Billie Jean King always has
trouble with my second serve.”
“ I just hired Spiro Agnew to
work for me.”
“Gen. Brown spoke at our syn
agogue last night.”
“My son has never smoked pot.”
“My husband has never looked at
another woman.”

“Woodward
and
Bernstein class.”
“ My sister an d h e r fiance are
dropped by the house the other gping
t o be m arried b y Judge
morning to ask me some ques
Sirica;”
tions.”
“Jane Fonda joined our Amer

“I talked to a man who read J.
Edgar Hoover’s diary.”
‘I’m going to
"I'm
io have
narc a« vasectomy
▼
aacv^.a.j.”
••1 shared a taxi the other day
with Howard Hughes.
“I gave Gerry Ford a piece of
chewing gum once, when he was
House minority leader.”
“Bobby Fischer hates my open
ing move.”
“My daughter works in a massage

MU»KE60W. WUCHV

“Gloria Steinem irons my
shirts.”
“I went duck hunting with Lt.
Calley last weekend.”
“My brother drives a school bus
in Boston.”
“Masters and Johnson asked me
to volunteer for an interesting
experiment.”
“Ann Landers just called me up
and she was crying.”
“The CIA rented my house.”
“John Dean used to be my
lawyer.”
LoVciaCe 5
“My cousin is
dentist.”
“1 flew in from Chicago with
Erica Jong.”
“ Billy Graham is in my Bible

ican Legion Women’s Auxiliary.”
“The Secret Service wants a list
in advance
Ronald Reagan gave me a sub
scription to Rolling Stone.”
“Patty Hearst is getting awfully
fat.”
Copyright
Times

1975, Los Angeles
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Small businessman's dope yields small fortune
BY GAIL CULBERTSON
His story sounds Americana:
small-town boy turns hobby into a
profit-making business. But, T. J. is
the person your parents warned
you about.
T J.. 25-year-old local resident,
is a dealer of “illegal” drugs.
“|*m an alchemist,” T. J. says. I
turn dope into goid. gold into
dope.” He makes a pure profit of
S150 per week as an average.
T .J. deals in all “soft” drugs:
grass, speed, mesc, and acid. His
clients include Grand Valley
students.
As a two-year veteran dealer,
T. J. has established his own “street
connections."
Prices vary according to season
and traffic. On the average, T .J.
sells Columbian pot for $20 to $25
per lid, Mexican for $15 per lid,
Michmacon for $20 per lid, and
Thai-stick for $25 per stick

receive a -free sample" or a
Thai-stick. mailed from overseas
"quality test" before buying, acenlisted friends, is usually the size
cording to T. J.
of an ink-pen refill.
T .J. has been a
Midnight
T. J. sells hash for $6 per gram Toker” since his high-school days.
(Mexican) or $10 per gram (Leba
He started dealing while he was in
nese Blond).
*
service.
,
Chemicals go for 50^ to SI per the“Drugs
were easy to get when I
was doing my time, and 1 dis
^ O n the average, T. J. makes a covered there was a large market,
$75 profit per pound of dope.
T J. says. “After 1 got out, I just
T. J.’s customers are friends or continued dealing. There’s a good
friends of friends. He has about 20
market in this area.
regular customers.
T J prefers his own home
“Business increases whenever
grown pot. He has a comer of his
there’s a concert in town,” T. J.
*s/~
QA film fixU>_„««♦
iv u iv e CAwrf*
a---says.
turns,
he
says.
“They
can
be
bought
“Home-delivery is provided for
basement
set
up
as
a
garden
with
regular customers. T. J. arranges a
meet with new customers. All cus- “Gro-lites.”

{JieHefltu/ie page

blues to

Author-poet Fielding Dawson is
currently holding a writing work
shop entitled, “How to Write a
Novel" in the Campus Center
theatre.
Dawson uses samples from his
three novels to provide new pos
sibilities for beginning authors and
poets to examine.
“1 cannot say that only one
writing -method tr correct” he
claims, “instead, I can offer insight
into established ideas.”
Bom in 1930, Dawson attended
Black Mountain College and he
currently lectures in numerous col- ^
leges and universities. His works
have appeared in such publications
as the Iowa Review, the Joyce
Carol Oates, Magazine and the
Ontario Review.
Dawson contends that the only
way to learn to write is to write.
“There is nothing like writing a
novel; it is a tremendous experience
that takes hours of hard work, but
it can be done by any writer, young
or old.”

GV students
BY TIM MENGEL
“This can’t really be called de
pression,” said Counseling Center
Director Wayne Kinzie, “but can
more accurately be called a feeling
of hopelessness or despair.”

4

According to Dr. Kinzie, most of
the people who visit him have
problems due to a mild form of
depression.
“It’s prevalent during the last
few weeks of the winter term,” said
Kinzie, “because a student feels
trapped here. He doesn’t see an end
to winter weather or the school
year.”
Another reason for this wave of
depression that Kinzie cites is an
ger. Kinzie believes that some stu
dents turn their anger inward.

Guitarist Segundo Pastor performs here
BY RANDY HERREMA
Segundo Pastor, Spain’s foremost
classical guitarist, will perform
March 12 at GVSC as a result of
Spanish Professor A. Herrera’s visit
to Madrid last summer.
Pastor wil! begin his tour o f

American universities with an 3:15
performance in the Louis Arm
strong Theatre, March 12.
Called the “Ambassador of
Spanish Music to the American
University,” he has toured both
American and European universities
extensively.
Dr. Herrera met with Pastor in
Madrid last summer and final ar
rangements were the results of
thoee talks.
The New York Times said he
“has drawn truly great admiration
from the public for the interpreta
tion and quality o f his work.'*
Sponsored by the Foreign Lan
guage's
Club, the
*

“I can hardly wait 'til dope
becomes legal,'* he says, “so I can
advertise in the yellow pages.”

W inter brings

Author poet Fielding Dawson offers writing workshop

m m m m

nr
at any discount store or
nursery. ’
Seeds for T. J.’s garden come
from past lids. He plants the seeds
in commercial potting soil. Plants
have to be watered quite often, but
should not be over-watered, ac
cording to T. J .
Male plants take about 12 weeks
to mature and die. Female plants
take 3 to 4 weeks longer.
“It’s a fallacy that you can’t get
high from smoking male plants,"
T. J. states.
Male plants do draw potency
from female plants, he says. A
person who grows for quality will
usually P«U male plants. A person
interested only in quantity doesn t
bother to weed out male plants.
“Soft” drugs should be legalized,
according to T. J.

M am *

v

“Their energy is repressed to the
point where they can’t fully express
themselves,” said Kinzie. “One girl
was so afraid of expressing her
anger, that she repressed all c f her
emotions.”
Another symptom of this rel
atively mild depression is that the
depressed person will not notice
too much of what goes on around
him. "A person who is depressed is
hke a horse with blinders on,”
Kinzie said. “There could be all
these exciting things going on
around him, but all that he can see
99
is where he is going.1
Kinzie says that most o f these
students work these problems out
for themselves. 'T m not here to
‘cure* students of their problems,
but I’m here to help them reach
a workable solution to their
problems.”
%

V*

Kinzie said that the case load for
depression drops during the spring
term becam e of better weather and
anticipation o f summer vacation.
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Reviews
BY RYON DAVIS
This movie is possibly the most
poignantly revealing story ever
filmed. Unquestionably it is a ma
ture attempt to deal with the prob
lems of hypocrisy as viewed by the
defiant Lenny Bruce.
The film was shot in black and
white to help establish the atmos
phere of the late 50(s and early
60*s. The basis for the action is
three simultaneous interviews, and
Lenny (Dustin Hoffman) doing one
of his last live performances. Those
interviewed are his wife (Valerie
Perrine), his mother (Jan Miner),
and his agent (Stanly Beck). The
movie evolves through flashbacks

h£7

"Lenny” reveals life's shocking truths
on things mentioned in the inter
views. This was extremely effective
in conveying what they went
through and what they felt.
Lenny’s career as a comic had
aeveral drastic changes shortly fol
lowing his marriage, including his
involvement in drugs. During that
period he became very uninhibited
on stage, and began to reject
straight comedy. Eventually he told
one audience, that to show his
appreciation he was going to "piss**
on them. This confrontation with
the conformist world left him
working in dives, or at otherwise
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convenient he was "discovered,’’
and began playing legitimate

CAS senior joins Indonesian mission
BY RANDY HERREMA
Margaret McCombers, Grand Val
ley student who won the 1974*75
Breen Prize is presently working
with her husband on a missionary
program under the guidance of the
Assemblies of God Church.
The McCombers, before settling
in Medan, in the state of Sumatra,
Indonesia, where Mr. McCombers
plans to build a mission school,
underwent "onsight training" in
Malaysia. Mrs. McComber taught
English while her husband built.
Still in need of a few credit hours
to graduate from GVSC, Mrs.
McComber, • history major, com
pleted her essay entitled "The Early

Anabaptists and Their Contem
poraries; A Problem in Under
standing" and mailed it to the
college in early 1974, as an entry to
Breen Prize Scholarship contest.
Mrs. McComber, a co-winner in
last year's contest, was awarded the
$100 scholarship for being the sole
winner of this year’s contest. She
also bears the title of Breen Prize
Scholar of 1974-75.
Dr. John Tevebaugh, CAS’s His
tory Department chairman, who
corresponds with the McCombers,
said Mrs. McCombers "still con
siders herself a GVSC student,’’
and hopes to finish school in the
future.

houses. However this was where character. Jan Miner did imag
the real trouble began, with nar inative things for the Jewish moth
cotics charges, obscenity charges, a ers in this country.
The picture is not a typical doc
divorce, and pleurisy.
Dustin Hoffman’s portrayal of umentary or biography. The es
Lenny was not only convincing, but sence of the film, a reiteration of
also a beautiful and sincere work of Lenny Bruce’s endeavors to help
tragic irony. Valerie Perrine as our Anglo-Saxon culture, recoven
Honey (Lenny’s wife) showed di from romanticism. Lenny never
verse and sensitive talent in her tried to tell us what we should be,
characterizations of a stripper, wife, rather what we are. He made palat
mother, inmate and junky. Stanly able some bitter truths about our
Beck played a type-cast role, doing inability to be intimate, to under
what he could with an unattractive stand, to be gentle, to be human.

Alarm ing alarm s alarm state trooper
being harassed by false alarms; and
BY FRANK MUSTO
Like the boy who cried wolf too after answering a number of false
many times, police officers are re alarms, police grow lax and often
sponding to an increasing number enter buildings unprepared.
of false alarms.
A representative from American
The problem has grown so great
Telegraph
Company
that 97 percent of all alarms lead District
(ADT),
feels
the
problem
is caused
police on wild goose chases accord
by
"too
many
fly-by-night
com
ing to Joel DeKracker, Michigan
panies" who install second-rate
State Police trooper.
triarm
systems and do not ade
DeKracker was one of 30 police
officers from surrounding cities quately educate the user.
ADT maintains if an alarm sys
who attended a seminar last Thurs
day to discuss the problem with tem is properly installed and ser
two major alarm manufacturing viced, it should not activate unless
companies. By attending the sem someone is trying to illegally enter
inar, police hoped to air their the premises.
concerns and establish better
communications with the alarm
The alarm seminar was coor
dinated
through the Michigan State
companies.
False alarm problems are two
fold: police cannot fully serve the
community if they are cor-*

Police crime prevention unit. It was
the second o f five seminars sched
uled tw o u d in a t
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BLACK

HISTO n v
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1

MONTH
In 1975, the Black Student Coalition decided to go
beyond cur normal Black History Week. We decided to
recognize the entire month of February as “Black
History Month'*.
The idea was very successful. Many people were
needed for all that was planned. And many came
through.
The following ideas were made real and thus high
lighted “ Black History Month":
February 1 —Record Hop
February 8 - “The Icebreaker"
February 14 - Paul Collins' lecture and poetry
reading
February 15 —The “Soul Food Dinner and Dance”
February 28 - The Cabaret
All five events were well attended and will allow BSC
members to look back with pride at “ Black History
Month". We offer a special thanks to those whose hard
work made the month memorable.
I offer a letter from one BSC member:
To Whom It May Concern:
First of all we would like to thank all the students
who came to hear the lecture and Poetry by Mr. Paul
Coiiilis, which was held February 14 in Mack. Second;
Soul Food Dinner and Dance - featuring the band
Down in the Basement, three young men from Benton
Harbor who did a dance routine, and Modeling by Inst
lie Troupe.
To top it all off and the best part of the evening was
dinner, eating by candle light wipfe enjoying music by
D. I. McClain. It was extravagant, if I do say so myself.

hy9
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PHOTOS
BY
MARK
HARMEL

The meal consisted of B. Q. chicken, beef
Wed chicken, macaroni and c h e e s e . ^ n beans, greens
with hamhocks, blackeye peas, sweet potatoes, ram
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QUESTION: What is the latest
wwfu On cholesterol? i have heard
so many pros and cons (even ru
mors of conspiracy) I really don’t
know what to believe. Specifically,
what are some of the possible consequences of massive dosages of
peanut butter over a period of
years? 1 enjoy a balanced diet, but
between meals I eat countless pea
nut butter sandwiches to appease
my voracious hunger. 1 have no
weight problem at all. How con
cerned should hypermetabolic pea
nut butter aflcianados such as
myself be about our habit?
ANSWER: It h u been yean eince
IVe had a question that sticks to
the roof of my mouth. The matter
o f dietary cholesterol and cardiovascular disease is a heavily debated
one. There
mere is no question that
people with high serum cholesterol
levels and high levels of other types
of fatty substances in their Mood
source of sub
stances which increase cholesterol

levels are fatty meats, eggs and
most dairy products (skim milk and
skim milk cheeses excluded, of
course.)
Every time a suggests in is made
that our dietary habits are pro
ducing an increased incidence of
cardiovascular disease, the egg,
dairy and meat lobby convulses and
produces a variety of statements to
contradict this possibility. How
ever, there seems to be little ques
tion that dietary and other changes
that have occurred over the last half
a century or mere have corre
sponded with a marked increase in
cardiovascular disease. Quite likely,
large segments of our population
are especially vulnerable to develop
cardiovascular disease at an aggravated rate because of the diets
we currently consume and genetic
factors. There is nothing basically
wrong with the food substances
which have high amounts o f the
dangerous types of fats and choketeroi, out the problem is that they
are taken in excess amounts. Moderation in diet strikes me as being
quite sensible.
Peanut butter is not a problem
and if one buys the type of peanut
butter that is made only from
peanuts, there is nothing in it that
is hiMiifw and there is a k>i in it
that is good. The peanut butter
made only from peanuts tends to
separate in the jar and has to be
stirred up before use. The other
types'are kept from sepaiatini by
being partially solidified and in the
proems, have increased amounts o f
fatty substances that one should
you sat so much pea1 would w p d the
type.

QUESTION: I'm a very squeamish
person. I’ve always wanted to work
• in a hospital, but for the last several
yean my phobia is petting worse. I
couldn’t even watch my baby being
bom. !*m afraid if anyone had to
depend on me in an accident, I’d
faint or have a cardiac arrest. Is
there any hope of overcoming this
squeamishness? The suggestion has
been made to me that 1 start taking
Red Cross courses and get used to
the idea of helping bleeding and
heloke
---w----O'nennni.
— —
ANSWER: The phobia you described dearly places minimal limitations on a person, unless that
person wants to be involved in the
type of situations you describe.
Squeamishness at the sight of blood
or injury is a normal reaction. One
is much less apt to faint or fed
squeamish if actively involved in
events rather than standing by as a
passive observer. Those of us who
are exposed to relatively gory
things by virtue of our professions,
have had the opportunity during
r* d u d ly become
u“ d ° ° ' ua,!on5 ,wtuch " ould
!£ rm*!l>' offend one s “ n u d ities,
S°m*t,mes ** eren ^econic ln'
* nM1],e.!n ” JC Pr0C€SS - an un*
desired side effect.
As iong as the phobia is well
defined and anxiety is not per
vasive, a form of behavior therapy
know n as desensitization it highly
in gettin g rid o f th e
B asically, the person is

confronted with a carefully worked
out series of anxiety provoking
stimuli which are alternated with
pleasurable stimuli. This is usually
accomplished by imagining a vari
ety of scenes presented by the
treating person who has ascertained
the nature of the phobia through a
careful
history.
. , and, .extensive
.
, . A Many
**1^_ psychiatrists are
familiar with the techniques in
volved in this type of symptom
removal.
In case all of this fails, treatment
of fainting involves laying the person
flat on their back and staying calm.
Under no circumstances should the
who simply faints be kept in
8,1 upnRht Position,
QUESTION: I want to shave my
pubic hair for a change of pace,
How do I go about doing it so it
doesn’t pull? Also, how long would
u k e t0 grow back? (This letter
was written by a woman.)
ANSWER: A change of pace? No
matter how well you shave, you
still won’t restore yourself to a
state o f pre-puberty innocence,
The way to do it is to trim off all
the excess hair with scissors first
and get the remaining hair good and
soapy and wet so that it js soft,
Then shave only in the direction in
which the hair grows. Now that I’ve
told you all this let me warn you,
grows back at much !e« than a
niillimeter • day and it can be a
long itchy business that might make
you unhappy that you ever started
project,
QUESTION: I am vary cancerned
about a device being offered for
a k in the area whan my parents
five. It produces disfMed
wfckh would ha used lor
drinking m d cooking and ft

about $250.00 and produces eight
pllons of water per day. Is this
merely a waste of money, or could
there be a danger to one’s health In
using distilled water exclusively?
The person pushing the use of
the stills says that it is excellent for
treating arthritis, diabetes, arterio
sclerosis, cataracts, glaucoma and
renal stones. Frankly, he sounds
like a quack.
ANSWER: Gcarly, drinking dis
tilled water is no cure-all. It prob
ably does not cause any hirni wiiCe
trace minerals and other things you
would be missing in water would be
picked up in food, milk, and other

ingested substances. But, I would
be worried about the still becoming
contaminated with bacteria or fungi
and your parents getting less pure
water than they could from their
tap.
Gimmicks such as the one you
describe are bound to flourish more
and more with the business of
dumping asbestos fibers in Lake
Superior and the finding of chem
ical contaminants in water drawn
from other sources. When the water
wv uiifik ii nut «§ pure us it snOuiu
.be, it is pretty discouraging, bur
distilling your own is probably no
solution.
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A stro n omy t od ay

On today's Chicago day watch; It's a cold cruel world
BY CARL KOLCHAK
“Well, Lieutenant Lowenbrau,” I possible that the killer might be still isman available from my bulging
shot
back, “selling tickets to the dose at hand. What I’d do if 1 coat pockets, but there seemed no
It was a cold, rainy night in
found him, I wasn’t exactly sure - way to stop him.
uptown Chicago and I had been policemen’s ball?”
“Spare change? Spare change?
“Chicago
cops
don't
have
no
what could any mere man do in the
working the day watch out of
homicide. The past few days had balls,” he replied. “Come over face of such awesome weapons? I Spare change?” he repeated, as he
been slow for the Windy City with here - look under this sheet. It called to mind the traditional ar kept on coming. It would only be a
no more than the usual quota of looks like another nip and tuck senal of the wino: his badly slurred • matter of seconds before he’d be
speech, the shifty, unpredictable upon me. Looking around the
muggings and midnight burglaries, case.”
My stomach turned like Graham walk, his menacing, blood-red eyes, dimly-lit building backs, I des
so 1 had to be content to bide my
underpaid hours w ith. human in Edge at the LeManns s-curve, for and, worst of all, his iethal breath. perately searched for something
As I rummaged along the late- that might save me. What ! ex-*
terest stories or a case fi jin the the late night corpse before me had
history bocks. ! was typing one of been shot, stabbed, strangled, gar night street lit comers, something pected to find, I honestly don’t
the latter for the late edition when rotted, axed, burned, and generally inexplicable began gnawing at my know, but when I spied a copy of
stomach like a Chinese mole in a yesterday’s Tribune in a nearby ash
I was startled by the sudden ring- ^)e®n P ven a £°°d hosing over
storehouse
full of won ton. It was can, an idea occurred to me. It was
Why did you cops turn the hose
ing of my phone.
more than just a groundless fear, just a wild hunch, but a hunch was
A cryptic voice crackled at the on him?”
“Had to wash away the evidence. for I soon became aware of a all I had.
far end of the receiver.
Grabbing the paper, I opened it
shuffling sound pacing my foot
This was no accident, Kolchak.”
“ Listen. I saw him.”
to
the want ads, then threw it in
steps.
1
tried
to
pass
it
off
as
“Well, what could’ve caused all
“Saw whom?” 1 replied.
the
monster’s ugly face. His re
“Never mind, I can’t talk now. If this? It looks kind of suspicious.” nothing out of the ordinary - no action was immediate. Gasping and
“Oh, you reporters,” he an more than the lonely Chicago wind
you want a hot scoop meet me at .
coughing like a bindle-fish out of
the comer of LaSalle and Clark in swered, “always looking for .point pounding its nightly beat - but as water, he flashed a string of dis
less sensationalism to pad up an the noise grew closer, my apprehen
one half-hour.”
ability cards at me, and disappeared
“Wait a minute . . . who is this uninteresting story. Weil you won’t sions increased.
My tired feet led me to a dead into the shadows.
anyhow,” I asked, but he had find a thing this time, Mr. Van de
The late-night murder remained
Graaff; this is a nip and tuck case end cul-de-sac. 1 turned in my
already hung up.
unexplained - at least as far as the
Under ordinary circumstances I clearly the work of your typical tracks to make my exit, but my official report was concerned, for.
would have dismissed it as just Saturday night late-night street path was barred by a hideous despite Lieutenant Lowenbrau’s rcsp
another crank call in another big gang: a vampire, a werewolf, and an lumbering form. “Excuse me, and tuck solution, he hadn’t
please,” I shouted in the darkness,
city - some poor guy down to his ancient Egyptian mummy.”
but
received no reply at first but enough evidence to hold a single
1
heard
the
words
the
Lieutenant
last dime calling a wrong number
ghoul. Needless to say, my story
from some late-night speakeasy was saying, but something just for the distant horns of aimless never saw daylight. People just
after swilling three too many gins - didn’! ' lve His «P'anation seemed late-night autos. Gradually, though, don’t want to be told that there’s
but something I heard on the other *°° easy’ t0°
»nd 1
*° 1 was able to distinguish a series of m o re to this wide world than meets
distorted sounds which fought their
end of the wire just before my frantically search for clues he might way from th e creature’s throat like th e m o rtal eye.
have
overlooked.
I
was
determined
1, myself, only kn ow one thing
nameless friend checked out made to leave no stone unturned.
half-asleep M an tric c h a n tin g a t an
fo r sure- The next time a typical
me stand up and take notice. It was
o
rie
n
ta
l
h
o
e-d
o
w
n
.
,
“Just a m inute!” I suddenly
late-night story takes me trekking
a series o f noises a man just doesn’t exclaimed, in the middle oT unbut
“Cup of coffe^, cup of coffee, I acro
ss tow n to one of our active
mistake: a piercing scream, the flap toning a comely bystander’s Mouse, heard the fiend repeat, as th * hairs
graveyards,
I’ll make certain to
of bats’ wings, a wolf's lonely howl for something had occurred to me. on the back of my neck rose up like
think
twice
- and then again oars in recognition. 1 knew 1 was
and the tearing of ancient Egyptian
“ Let me see that body again —no,
facing a full-blooded brandy- before deciding to cut through an
linen.
blooded wino. I pulled every tal alleyway.
[leaned back again in my swivel that one. That's right; 1
ant
back chair, reaching for a salami being too hasty. The ^eutenan
sandwich with one hand and my . happily complied, <obviously thinkJ S t e monitor with the other, ing this was another mp and tuck
Above the eleventh-hour static I case.
,
•**»»,
heard a conversation that nearly
“There, look._ Don,t y o u - w •
caused me to lose my lunch in more I indicated to his dismay,
t"®1*
Film “Paper Moon” in Louis Armstrong
Thursday,
Theatre at 8:15 p m. Admission at the
March 6
door.
mystical
‘Roger 4, roger
Women’s basketball. MA1AW Tourna
“What I’m going to suggest may
“ Roger.”
ment at Illinois State University. Also
sound a little offbeat, but I know
March 7 and 8.
hRe0r f a .
£d E * . - "
We ' h e r e ,
T S S r
crime committed by a wino.”
GVSC Wrestling meet. NAIA National
Tournament at Fort Hayes, Kansas. Also
U ?66
those numbers ratted
The
March 7 and 8.
^ ^ s te n h e m .^ M t.y o u
“The Three Penny Opera” in Louis Arm
Friday,
strong Theatre at SriS p.m. Abo ,~arch
March 7
8, 14, 15 and Sunday, March 16 at 3.00
ridiculous
notion
or
yours
three-times-two call that always
not10" of youIS m
p.m. General Admission, $5.00 and
papers or I’ll have your press-pass, I
$3.50; students, $2.50. Tickets are avail
spelled trouble, no matter how you swear it. We've got enough prob
able at the Louis Armstrong Box Office.
sliced it. There had been another lems keeping the peace without
Orchestra Wind Ensemble concert in
senseless supernatural slaying.
some nut like you stirring up the
Sunday,
I grabbed my hat and ran toIWi think
------------------Louis Armstrong Theatre at 3:00 p.m.
You
it’s easy deMarch S
wards my idling car- I had barely P£
monstcrs Qf their constituwith free admission.
enough time to take what was left
rights ^glit and day? You
Dialogue Worship at 10:30 a.m. in Seidof my salami sandwich, my camera, think 1 enjoy pokiiy through dimly
man Lounge.
a few stakes, a crossbow, some lit cem eteries and drafty Artec
Catholic Mass at 6:30 p.m. in Campus
sdver bullets, a crucifix, a mirror, tombs at all hours of the early
Center Multi-Purpose Room.
wolfbane, priic, endives s n d c h m morning? You keep out of tins.
As I wheeled towards down^spread.
______
Without another word, l^wenWednesday. “Mose Allison” in concert in Campus
Center Multi-Purpose Room.
town Chicago in my Mwtting. my .
boy, departed, leaving me
March 12
mind bemn turning over faster tha.1
■ there like some two-bit
GVSC Hockey Club. Jolly Roger Ice
my engine - like bingo ">“ *” * * '* — ppifo, pin. The smart thing to
Arena, Grand Rapids.
Saturday night perish picmc. B-17,
have been ju st to go on
Play, “Salome” at Stage 3 in Grand
'1-29; 1 knew something was wrong,
but j had spent too many
Rapids. Runs March 13,14, and 15 and
that there was ®methmg j n « as a reporter to start w *ng
March
19,20,21, and 22 at 8:15 p jn .
pUcable in the airbesuhathesm og. J
____
As I pulled up over the curb my upActing
a hunch, 1 beghn
suspicions were instantly aroused;
neart* a l l ^ F i o m w h *
“We were wondering w hany/w ,
ibout wino lore, it
were going to get here. Kokhak.
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Lakers trip Hillsdale, win 80-78 in NAiA
» • ____A..with 116
dZ ra/'Atl/lC Ipft
time-out
seconds left.
Boxing out Crawley, forward
Tom Adams was forced to put up a
10-footer off the baseline against
the Laker zone that caromed off
the side of the rim. A jump ball was
then called with one second left, as
Laker George Fuller wrestled with
Crawley for the ensuing rebound.

BY BRAD FIGG

The Grand Valley Lakers ad
vanced to the finals in District 23
of the NAIA Basketball Tourna
ment by nipping Hillsdale College
80-78 last Monday night.
Entering the post-season tourney
for the fourth consecutive year, the
Blue & White Lakers finished the
regular season with a 21-7 mark.
The GV Lakers won the first
round of District 23 action at the
charity stripe, scoring 28 o f 34
attempts. Hillsdale only scored
eight times from the iine.
Hillsdale led 43-41 at intermis
sion, as both teams shot over 50%
from the floor in the first half.
Grand Valley’s three-two zone
failed to shut off the inside-scoring
lanes, until the second half. But the
Chargers of Hillsdale still managed
to shoot well from outside of 15
feet.
After playing even in the third
quarter of play, the Lakers ob
tained a slim five-point edge, 67-62,
on Ken Giovannini’s hook shot
from underneath the basket with
9:14 left. The Chargers neither tied

On the tip up, Crawley slapped
the ball towards the basket, where
it ricocheted up off a mass of
leaping players, and nearly dropped
through the hoop as the buzzer
sounded.
“Hillsdale played a he Hava
game,” said Coach Tom Villemure
after the heart-stopping finish. He
admitted that the Chargers, to his
G e o r g e F u lle r s t r e t c h e s fo r ro u n ilb s ll
surprise, played excellent defense in
keeping the quick Laker guards
the technical foul was called, Grif from penetrating on offense.
nor regained the lead after that.
Tony Smith and Griffin led the
fin
sank both the one-and-one and
With 6:12 showing on the clock,
Charger Eddie Byrd committed his the technical-foul bonus, to give GV scoring parade with 16 points
fifth personal, a blocking foul on Valley a narrow 72-66 advantage. each.
Sid Bruinsma and Giovannini
Though the Lakers again led by
Kim Griffin in the lane, and in
each
scored 10. Joe Franges and
six,
78-72,
with
less
than
two
min
frustration, as he exited from the
court, kicked his folding-metal utes to play, Hillsdale forward May Paul Peterman both contributed
chair against the stands. Then, after nard Crawley scored three times in eight points. Guards Rich Chickowthe waning moments, to pull the ski and Don Myles added seven and
Chargers to within two, 78-80, with five respectively, to round out the
GV scoring card.
43 seconds remaining to play.
In the losing effort for Hillsdale,
After
a
GV
tim
e-out,
the
Lakers
Eubanks set two NAIA records on
Maynard Crawley scored the game
his way to scoring 11 Vi points. attempted to stall in the forecourt
for one last shot, but Hillsdale came high o f 28, and Eddie Byrd, before
Though setting nosed out in

Trackmen wear crown
BY KEN ZIMMERMAN
The

V alley

Gt

tra c k m en

vi
depth to take this year’s NAIA
District 23 Team Championship.
Until Saturday, the coveted District
Title had always eluded the Laker
thinclads, who had never finished
better than third. But this year,
wliii me icaucrsiiip ui i\jck ^uuicy,

Robert Eubanks, and Tony Cramatie, the Lakers racked up 81!4
points to outdistance 2nd place
Ferris State’s 71 points.
Four-year man Rick Cooley collected 11 points - 4th in the long
jump, 5th in the triple jump, 2nd in
high jump ($’6”), and 2nd in pole
vault (13 10 *).*
Teammate Tony Cramatie had a
fantastic day by contributing 17
points: 60 yd. int. H. (1st - 7.3
seconds)*, 60 yd. H.H. (2nd), long
jump (2nd — 21*11 Vi”), high jump
(3rd).
Sophomore
sprinter Robert

stea l, a n d q u ic k ly called

a 31.5 seconds* NAIA record while
taking first.
Others contributing to the Laker
victory were: Roi Gibson (triple
jump - 4th), Dave Stebbins - mile
(5th) and 880 yd. run (2nd 158.1*), Daryl Goodtn - shot put
(1st - 50’70”)*, Joe Smith (shot
put - 50’7”)*, Brad Rainwater
(440-yd. dash - 2nd), Tim Kohanfe
(440 - 3rd), Larry Harris 1000-yd. run (3rd - 2:16.5)*, Gary
Martin (60-yd. dash - 2nd);
(300-yd. dash - 2nd), and Pat
Boyer (high jump - 3rd),
The highlight of ine meet was
the mile relay. The determined
Laker quartet of B. Rainwater
(52.5), L. Kerksey (52.7), A. Culver
(52.0) and R. Eubanks (49.6) over
came a strong Ferris relay team to
win 1st in a time of 3:26.6*.
-Designates a new school record.
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Grand Valley wrestlers dismantle Soo Lakers 33-3
■

f*

I

The GV Wrestling team out*

iz z o re v e rse s earlier io < c scoredukcsuPcriorstatct°^in
a 33-3 dual-meet victory at Sault
Ste. Marie.
Superior forfeited as no wrestler
contested the 118-pound class
against Dan VanHusan. The Supe
rior forfeit was coupled with a loss
when GV Champ Mark Mangianti
(126) walked off the mat with a
11-4 decision, to give Valley an
early 9-0 lead in the meet.
Then, at the turning point of the
meet, Valley Laker John Harris
(134) won a close 4-3 decision,
when he eiusively escaped from the
grasp of his Soo Laker opponent,
with only 45 seconds left in the
match.
Grand Valley then followed suit
with decisions in the next three
matches. Tom Sypien (142) by 6-5,
and Scott Yerrick (150) 7-4. In the
outstanding victory of the meet
Dave Izzo (158) beat Superior

«

♦

E

|@
S to v e

B o ffen fca ch m a n g le s opponent

PIZZA

HULLABALLOO
due to the
grout demand
is now
11 ujb*-9 pan*
Tuesday
|

Mn
AW

Laker Tim SkaIla 8-1. Izzo nar
rowly lost to Skalla earlier this
season.
In the only Valley match defeat,
Gary Chopp (167) lost on a 5-1
decision.
After GV Lakers Jamie Hosford
(177) and Joe Starina (190) decisioned their respective opponents,
Steve Bollenbach pinned Superior’s
heavyweight
wrestler
halfway
through the match, to finish off the
Soo Lakers with “class”, and to end
the meet.
“We’ve always felt that we’re in
better shape than our opponents,”
said Coach Jim Scott afterwards.
“Conditioning and being more men
tally tough” was reflected in the
number of times that GV matmen
scored in the third period of their
matches, he explained.
This was Grand Valley’s second
dual-meet conquest of Lake Supe
rior State this year.

s sportsH
BY MARGARET O’DWYER
Grand Valley remained undefeated ip the GLIAC last
week, with a pair of wins over Hillsdale and Lake
Superior.
The Lakers made their final home contest a decisive
victory, with an 89-21 trouncing of Hillsdale. Grand
Valley zipped to a 40-5 half time lead, and were never
threatened by the Chargers. Four Lakers hit d o u b le
figures in th e gam e: Jan D y k eh o u se led all sco rers w ith
2 5 , H eidi D o h e rty n e tte d 18, D arcy C ro m p to n p u m p e d
in 13, and P. J . B aker canned 12.
At Lake S u p erio r, G ran d V alley b ro k e * * * * *
*
record with « 98-31 w in. This
L£ e " . ta * * 'L 2

digit mark. Heidi Doherty paced GV with 28 points*
followed by Donna Sass with 26, Pat S. Baker with 9,
Jan Dykehouse with 12, and Darcy Crampton with 11.
The 2 victories boosted the Lakers to a 7-0 record in
the Great Lakes Conference.
l a the SMAIAW tournament at Mictugan State
University, Grand Valley came on strong in the first
round of preliminaries with a win against Olivet. The
Lakers could not contain Western Michigan in the
second round, however, and dropped to the eventual
champions, 72^8, thereby being ehmiMted fra n the
tournament. Grand Valley stayed w,th the Broncos
during the first half, and were behind by only a 32-30
margin at the intermission. Western began ^ast‘br5^kin*
in the second half, however, and suppressed the Lakers
with a tight-defense to earn the win. Jan
hf~
10 points, while Heidi Doherty grabbed 20 rebounds for
With one remaining contest against Hillsdale, the
Lakers record stands at 16-6.
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Scherff s plants brighten Campus Center indoor view
proper watering. Different plants
need different attention, and Mau
reen keeps the inevitable b u p in
check by “understanding and in
terpreting feedback,” from the
plants which might signal trouble.
This spring. College IV will label
all plants and trees with their gener
ic and com m on names.
An estimate was done on decor
ating the General Administration
offices in the basement of the
Library, but according to Jean Ellis,
Executive Assistant to President
Lubbers, the budget right now is,
“too tight.*’ They will reconsider
when the situation improves. Each
BY MARLENE V1TASINSKI
Plantscaping is being tried at
Grand Valley. John Scherff, service
director for the Flant Department
and former grounds supervisor, has
made indoor decorating with plants
his personal project.
18 trees and plants now live in
the Campus Center. A bamboo
plant in the Listening Lounge and
com plants in the main Sitting
Lounge help brighten up the
atmosphere.
In addition to these, there are
weeping fig trees, yucca plants, a
European palm, rubber plants,
philodendrons, and some “spec
imen schefflaras.” Many of the
trees are 10 to 15 years old, and
they are all in their permanent pots.
■dd
sense

natural beauty to the Campus Cen
ter,” says Scherff, who feels they
not only appeal to the eye, but
also, “add peace,” to the angular
brick architecture.
He stresses that the project is on
an “experimental basis,” only 10
years ago, plantscaping was tried in
Seidman House, but the plants did
not survive.
Scherff is confident that this will
not happen again. He personally
picked out and placed the plants
according to their adaptability.
Strong and diffused sunlight, air
circulation, and moisture are fac
tors he considered.
Maureen Carver, a TJC botany
major, gets the credit for taking
care of the plants and trees. Mau
reen says she “keeps them happy”
by giving them a weekly bath

_aa___G mamoa «#•
unit m inc cuuc^
in«« »i»»svw
own decorating.
The plants were purchased from
Molesta Floral Company who, Mt.
Scherff feels, are “pure profes
sionals,” the best in the area becaifte of their “residual plant
knowledge.” They provided “much
advice and many suggestions” to
Mr. Scherff.
The plantscaping was financed
through construction funds at a
cost of $2,670.00, which includes
the handmade fiberglass containers
and the assurance that Molesta
Floral will stand behind their
products.
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Christian book table offers students a “ new wine
BY RANDY HERREMA

“Moat people who oppose the
Bible, either by violence or quiet
neglect, don’t know what the book
say* or who wrote it.” Steve Ferrell
smiled, pulled from his knapsack
Sbnuy the book he lives by, and sat
down behind a table of books in
the Student Center.
A CAS freshman in the nursing
program, Steve is one of about 20
other Christian students working
one or two hour shifts at a Chris
tian literature and book table.
"The difference is Jesus - He
changed my life - from darkness to

light, from hate to low, frerr. beer
to the New Wine of the Holy
g-t-fA
3pm i .9
Another disciple at the table
said, "I read the Bible because
someone said it would scare the
Hell out of me . . . it did! Praise the
Lord!”
What are these students hoping
to accomplish?
“We don't push doctrines or try
to ‘hard-sell* anybody,” another
said. “We just want to encourage
students to consider Jesus Christ:
his claims, his life, and as a matter
of history, his resurrection. We
know Him as Lord of all the uni
verse and Lord of our lives.”

sU I-.
UUC9 range

from "Why
Scientists Accept Evolution,” a
look at the historic setting which
fostered uniformitarian thought
and subsequent philosophies, to
“Demon Experiences,” a compila

f

Tax cut threatens GVSC fundings
repeal of the food and drug tax,”
BY JOHN KUBCZAK
Grand Valley State Colleges and Kolenbrander said.
The last loss of operating funds
all Michigan institutions of higher
learning may be in for another was handled by cutting back in
budget cut, reports Dean of GVSC essentially "non-person” areas, such
as lighting and paper costs. A sim
Planning Harold Kolenbrander.
ilar attempt to ameliorate the situa
A further 2.5% reduction in
tion wifi be initiated this time, if
monies allocated to Michigan col
leges and universities is the rumor necessary, although non-replacement o f personnel who retire or
emanating from Lansing and other otherwise leave Grand Valley is also
sources, to be added to .the 1.5%
being considered. "Each of the col
cut already suffered, across the leges’ deans is working on solutions
board, by the state’s school*. A to the problem of where to cut
2.5% slash means the loss of
back, and we will do our utmost to
$170,000 for Grand Valley. "There
contain the cuts to the areas that
is nothing definite yet, but we have will hurt least. For example, a
heard that Michigan’s legislators are slight reduction in utility bills could
looking to the colleges to partially bring about a large gain,” continued
make up deficits created by the v ^ iM M u la r .

99

tion of personal experiences with
and deliverance from demon spirits.
Book table hours will be Mon
days, Thursdays, and Fridays from
9-2 in the downstairs lunch area of
the Student Center.

Pedestrian Island slew s drivers
BY DOUG MILLER

chosen because it would cause min
imum problems while retaining the
maximum degree of safety.

The “Pedestrian Island,” in{tailed on the Campus Drive last
fall, is being tested by the Campus
The structure has been relatively
Police as a device to slow down
free
of problems. Once a car
traffic.
The Campus Police took radar jumped the curb, but no damage or
speed readings on the drive before injury was reported.___________ __
the "Island” was built. The test will
Unitarian-Universal1st Fellow ship
be redone at a date which Police
of Greater Grand Rapids
Chief Purl Cpbb says is "very tenta
tive.” The results of both tests will
be compared to help determine
Will featura Dr. J i m Thomson
whether the structure will remain.
The "Island” is a slab of concrete
located just west of Loutit Hall. It
is 45 feet long, 6 feet wide, and 6
inches high.
Who will speak on 'The Ideology
of Reform Liberal iim"
Though its chief purpose is to
slow down traffic, Plant Operations
Superintendent Jim Rotman said,
"It can also be used as an area
Sunday, March 9
where passengers can be dropped
ofT.”
11:00 a.m.
220 Mackinac Hall
The "Pedestrian Island” is a re
sult of a joint meeting of 2 campus
safety committees and the Board of
Religious education will be
Control last fall,
provided for children in
Traffic lights, bumps in the road,
§n<j turn-out lanes were other ideas
210 Mackinac Had at 11:00e.m.
considered by the safety comm ifttaca. H ow ever, the island w as
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and
dancers
* Interested in voicing your opinion on the psychology
will p erfo rm , t the “Incredible Poehy and Art*Celetra.. . . _rkuKrl.v March 13,' 11.00 8.m. to
4:00 p.m. in the Multi-Purpose Room of the Campus
Center. The event, sponsored by Thomas Jefferson
College, is open to the public free-of-charge.
The program, under the direction of Cynthia Nibbelink-Brouwer, poet-in-residence, TJC. will feature a
wide variety of original poetry, musical performances
including a jazz ensemble and classical guitarists, dance
and mime, and art and photography exhibitions by
students from all of GVSC’s four cluster colleges. For
more information, call 895-6611, ext. 402.

cu rric u lu m ? Though exact time and {dace are not act, a

special meeting on the issues win be neiri march jO.
Persons wishing to be contacted prior to the meeting
should leave their name and number in the psychology
suite.
.
__ .
* Lunch with Lubbers? The next three Presidents
luncheons* are scheduled for March 19, April 14, and
May 8. The luncheon* are open to those who sign up in
the officers of Bert Price, Dean for Student Services, at
105 Commons.
* Robert Culbertson, associate professor of criminal
justice at GVSC, has been elected chairman of the
Juvenile Justice Coalition, a group consisting of individ
uals interested in revising Michigan’s juvenile code.
Culbertson has also been invited to present a paper to
the National Council on Crime and Delinquency Labor
Participation Seminar in San Diego, California. The
seminar begins today.

CAS has been appointed as the first Research Fellow in
GVSC’s international Studies Institute.
As Research FeUow, Dr. Herman will act as con
sultant on Venezuela to the Institute, a research,
teaching and service unit of the Colleges, as well as
review with Institute staff, GVSC’s study abroad offer
in g in Latin America, and course offerings at Grand
Valley dealing with Latin America.
* Dr. C. A Patrides, internationally distinguished schol
ar, lecturer, teacher and author will lecture on “The
Providential Vision of History’* tomorrow at 2:00 p.m.
in 154 Lake Superior Hall. The lecture, followed by an
informal discussion and coffee hour, will be open to the

* The GVSC Orchestra and Wind Ensemble, under the
direction of Daniel Kovats, will present a concert of
music ranging from the classical to contemporary on
Sunday, March 9 at 3:15 p.m. in the Campus Center.
Sponsored by the CAS music department, the event in
the Center’s Multi-Purpose Room will be open lo the
public free-of-charge.
* Dr. Donald Herman, professor of political science at
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